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Daniel Abramson
Participants will learn a technique to create a large scale mural based on existing
existing artwork. We will be using paper and pastels, but the program can be
adapted to a range of materials including paint on wood, or even glaze on ceramic
tiles. - Submitted by Daniel Abramson
Community Building, Group Dynamics, Visual Arts
By collaboratively creating a mural, participants will experience how each person
impacts, and is impacted by, the people around them. The creative process will be
a fun and memorable touchstone activity that counsellors can use to foster pride
and unity in a cabin group.
Ideal for campers in grades 7 and up.
With different images this can be done with younger campers, and by altering the
amount of squares that the original image is divided into, this can become a
program for larger groups.
If you want the end product to be displayed for a long time, you can use paint on
wooden squares, or glaze on tiles to create permanent work.
You may choose an image that is related to a specific topic or theme in order to
adapt it to other contexts. For example, you can divide a map of Israel and
assemble it to have a large artistic map that can be displayed to teach about Israel.
30-60 Minutes
Abramson session 1 - Hillel quote divided
 Black pastel paper (amount determined by desired size of finished mural).
Finished work assembled like a mosaic, usually constructed with many smaller
papers rather than by cutting one very large one. http://www.deserres.ca/enca/products/beaux-arts/papier-et-tablettes/pastels-et-fusains/tablettes/blackpastel-paper-pad/517/100746/
 Oil pastels - 1 box for every 2-3 participants
http://www.amazon.ca/Pentel-Arts-Pastels-Color-PHN-50/dp/B0026SUCDE
 Art Image (Norval Morrisseau or other)
 12” Rulers - 1 per participant
 Yard stick - 1 for facilitator to measure the squares of black paper
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